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Foreword
Hartwig Fischer
It gives me great pleasure to contribute a foreword
to this compendium of new research and thinking by
such a vast group of authors on what it meant to be a
Eurasian nomad. To most of us this is a deeply unfamiliar
concept. As we are predominantly products of urban
education systems our often-Eurocentric world views
sometimes struggle to comprehend nomads, whether
they are from Eurasia, Arabia or, indeed, modern
travellers or displaced populations who have left their
homes. Unconsciously we may judge these citizens of
the world by our standards and try to impose levels of
control on their movement which is contradictory to
their roving lifestyle.

It is the responsibility of institutions such as the
British Museum and the State Hermitage Museum to
serve as examples of international co-operation and
encourage a broader cultural understanding of world
history. It is greatly encouraging therefore to develop
this publication which has been authored by both
rising and well-established scholars who are striving
to share knowledge and understanding. The horizons
and long-term sustainability of the Eurasian nomad are
objectives worth contemplating today, and this volume
is a testimonial to that.
Dr Hartwig Fischer
Director, The British Museum

Our international museums are filled with
sculptures, decorative arts and narratives
of indigenous peoples, products of many
of the world’s cultures, both ancient and
modern. However, many institutions struggle
to represent the history of the nomad to its
fullest extent. In an effort to better explore this
history the British Museum had the privilege
of working with the State Hermitage Museum
to jointly develop the exhibition Scythians:
warriors of ancient Siberia, which was on show
at the British Museum from September 2017 to
January 2018.
The exhibition was a revelation to many of
our 130,000 visitors who were able to learn
how these ancient pastoral nomads developed
an efficient lifestyle so perfectly suited to
their steppe environment. The Scythians
were warriors indeed, but also skilled horsebreeders, wood-carvers, felt-makers, weavers
and traders. The exhibition brought them back
to life and restored the colour and tangible
heritage to the words of Herodotus, upon
whom so much weight and criticism had
otherwise been placed.
I am delighted that following the conference at
the British Museum in 2017 we are publishing
Masters of the steppe: the impact of the Scythians
and later nomad societies of Eurasia and that it
contains the work of so many contributors from
across Russia, Ukraine, Moldavia, Romania,
Kazakhstan, Mongolia, China, Turkey, France,
Germany, Austria, Denmark, Belgium, the
Netherlands, America and Britain.

Signage at the entrance to the exhibition Scythians: warriors
of ancient Siberia (photograph: The British Museum)
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Foreword
Mikhail Piotrovsky
harness decoration and textiles with new art historical
approaches to the ‘Animal Style’ and the chronology
of Scythian kings and Scythian military campaigns.
This new level of synthesis stands side by side with
pioneering approaches in the field of visual exploration
and ways in which the museum can display exhibits for
the refined and ordinary public.

The Scythians were an ancient people and their
current image is part of the history of Russia, Russian
culture and Russian national consciousness. Scythian
artefacts form an important and familiar part of the
Hermitage collection. The magnificent Kostroma deer
is a generally recognised symbol of the Hermitage, its
collections, its excavations and its academic research
over the centuries. The arrival of Scythian antiquities
into the Hermitage made it a universal museum and
introduced the subject of the synthesis of cultures into
its scientific repertoire once and for all. This subject
continues to be part of ongoing academic, cultural and
even political debates about Eurasian unity.

Scythology has long been an international field of
study. The wonderful exhibition that this publication
accompanies, a joint venture of the Hermitage and the
British Museum, is an excellent example of combined
research into the culture of these remarkable nomads.
The results of this research and discoveries are worthy
of the part played by the Scythians in world culture,
and the Scythians are justifiably represented in the
multi-faceted work of our two museums as we work
together in friendship.
Dr Mikhail Piotrovsky
Director, The State Hermitage Museum

The Hermitage exhibits antiquities from Kul’ Oba
to Pazyryk, discovers sensational new monuments
and carries out renewed explorations of previously
excavated sites. The Hermitage combines the very
latest technological examinations of Scythian weapons,

Aerial photograph of the Winter Palace
(photograph: The State Hermitage Museum,
St. Petersburg; photograph by Igor Solovei)
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Preface and acknowledgements
Svetlana V. Pankova, St John Simpson
This conference was conceived as part of the public
programme associated with the BP exhibition Scythians:
warriors of ancient Siberia held at the British Museum
from 14 September 2017 to 14 January 2018 and, like the
exhibition itself, was jointly organised with the State
Hermitage Museum. This is reflected in the addition
of the forewords by both our directors and we are
very grateful to them and their support of curatorial
research.

this. The conference catering was by Benugo and the
coffee-breaks and evening reception were, as always, an
important integral part of the three-day event. During
the event, our security and visitor operations managers
were always on hand to help and avert unforeseen
events.
We would also like to thank here the different museums,
organisations and individuals who generously supplied
images: among them we should single out Rodolphe
Olard for bringing our attention to the rare book from
which the frontispiece is taken, and for kindly allowing
us to photograph and include it. We are also particularly
grateful to Dr Svetlana Adaxina, Deputy General
Director, and Anastasya Miklyaeva, Head of the Rights
and Reproduction Department at the State Hermitage
Museum, for their kind permission and very generous
waiving of reproduction costs for the numerous images
we requested, some of which were taken specially.
It is an act of true collaboration which we enjoyed
throughout this exhibition project and a model of how
great research institutions like our respective museums
should work.

Conferences like this are an essential part of any good
exhibition, and a unique opportunity to explore related
research questions and subjects which lie outside the
strict exhibition narrative. However, it could not have
happened without the very generous support of the
ERC who supported it as part of the Beyond Boundaries:
Religion, Region, Language and the State grant awarded to
Dr Michael Willis: the organisers and participants alike
are deeply grateful to them for this and for providing
much-needed administrative support in the form
of Serena Biondo who kindly made all the travel and
accommodation booking for the participants. Given
that we had over 35 speakers attending from multiple
countries, including many from Russia and others
also from outside the EU, this was a huge task, and we
are also very grateful to Dean Baylis, then the senior
administrator in the Department of the Middle East
at the British Museum, for giving up a lot of his time
to help with this. Additional costs were met through
event ticketing and the Friends of the Middle East, a
small group who very generously support the activities
of the Middle East Department at the British Museum.
We are very grateful to Jonathan Tubb, Keeper of this
department, for kindly authorising this and supporting
this volume by granting research leave and travel to
Russia on several occasions. Likewise, we thank Dr
Andrey Alexeev, head of the Department of Archaeology
of Eastern Europe and Siberia at the Hermitage, for his
support and interest.

The editing of these papers proved a longer and harder
task than even we originally anticipated, and most
required translation and/or heavy editorial input. In
the case of our colleagues from the Hermitage, this
task was undertaken as part of the official agreement
and we are indebted to Mariam Dandamaeva, Scientific
Secretary of the Hermitage, for agreeing to, and
kindly overseeing this process. In the case of other
papers, much of the translation fell on the shoulders
of Ekaterina Paronjan and Dr Georgi Parpulov, and we
are very grateful to them for their hard work too. Dr
Raphael Wong kindly checked the Chinese literature
and citations for the bibliography. We are also hugely
indebted to the numerous specialist reviewers we
asked to comment individually on the different papers,
introduction and conclusion, and for their candid and
quick responses. They know who they are, and know
that we could not have managed to do this without
their great input and support.

Successful conferences also rely on good logistics and,
in this case, we were fortunate as the British Museum
Clore venue is well-versed to supporting events of
this kind. The audiovisual technicians were always
ready and presentations followed smoothly as a result.
We are grateful to Freddie Matthews, head of Adult
Programmes, for agreeing that this event could be
included as part of the public programme, and to the
British Museum Visitor Services managers, and the
Box Office and Information Desk teams for facilitating

We are delighted to report that we had four different
publishers’ offers to publish the proceedings of this
conference, but we opted for Archaeopress Archaeology
(Oxford) as we know from past experience that they are
a delight to work with and invariably offer a quality
product within a quick period of time. We owe David
xx

Davison and Rajka Makjanic, and all their team at
Archaeopress, our deepest thanks for the huge work
they have put into making sure that this monograph
is appropriately designed and produced to ensure its
place on the shelves of everyone interested in Eurasian
nomads.

the world because of the appearance of a new virus:
the loss of lives, livelihoods and personal freedoms
has been a great tragedy. At the time this volume went
in press we also heard with our deepest regret that
our dear colleague, Dr Sergey Minyaev – a leading
researcher in the field of archaeology of the Xiongnu
– has passed away in St. Petersburg. He was unable to
participate in our conference but his death is a huge
loss for the archaeology of Eurasian nomads, and for
some of the contributors personally. We dedicate this
volume in his memory, hope that our world is restored
to normality and that through friendship, dialogue and
collaboration we remain strong and positive.

As the editors, we thank the many contributors for
their papers, the efforts they put into delivering the
final versions and their immense patience while they
underwent translation, editing, peer review and final
production. In the final stages as we were preparing
this volume for press, everyone’s lives changed around
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Introduction

‘The Scythians established a rich nomadic
civilisation which stretched from its homeland in
Siberia to reach as far as the Black Sea and the edge of
China by the fifth century BC. Mobility and mastery
of local resources were central to their culture and
their achievements, and they represent the first in
a sequence of world-class players to emerge from
this region, as they were the forerunners of the
Sarmatians, the Huns, Turks and Mongols’.

people and their culture. However, the aim was not just
another exhibition on Scythian gold from the Black Sea
region, of which there have been many in Europe and
America.5 We also wanted to include a wide range of
spectacular organic finds from Pazyryk, including some
which have never travelled before, add new curatorial
insights, and embrace the latest research to illustrate
the latest discussions about Scythian origins in the east
as Herodotus himself stated:

This was the concept for the 2017/18 British Museum
exhibition Scythians: warriors of ancient Siberia,
sponsored by BP, which was the genesis of this volume
of conference proceedings. This exhibition was the
highlight of a series of cultural events organised in
London to commemorate the world-changing event of
the Russian Revolution a century before. Three years
earlier, some of the leading museum directors in the
UK discussed how it might be possible to mark this: the
Royal Academy went on to mount an exhibition on the
art of post-Revolutionary Russia,1 the British Library
focused on the history of the Russian Revolution itself,2
Tate Modern showed the works of Russian graphic
artists and photographers of the 20th century,3 and
the Royal Collection highlighted the close relations
between the Romanovs and the British royal family.4

‘It is claimed that when the Scythians, who were
nomads at the time, living in Asia, were so hard
pressed in a war with the Massagetans that they
abandoned their homeland and crossed the River
Araxes into the land of the Cimmerians – for the
country that the Scythians currently inhabit is
said, back in ancient times, to have belonged to the
Cimmerians’.6
Greek and Roman authors likened the Black Sea to the
shape of a Scythian bow7 and, writing at the end of the
first decade AD, the Roman poet Ovid described the
world of the Eurasian steppe which lay beyond as the
very opposite to that of the familiar farming world of
the Classical world:
‘There is a place on the farthest border of icy
Scythia, a gloomy and barren soil, a land without
corn, without trees. Sluggish Cold dwells there and
Palloor, Fear, and gaunt Famine’.8

The challenge posed within the British Museum
was how to create an exhibition which would
complement these, yet play to our core audiences
who are particularly drawn to the ancient world. The
solution was equally clear: work closely with the State
Hermitage Museum, develop an exhibition around
the Scythians and explore part of the deep history of
Russia, and this was the concept put forward by the BM
co-editor of this volume. The aim was to look at one
of the oldest known cultures from Russia which had a
resonance with Western visitors, yet was so unfamiliar
and from so remote a place that they would feel
immediately intrigued and drawn into learning more.
Like all successful storyboards the message was simple:
bring stunning and unfamiliar objects together from a
place few of our visitors will have been to, yet heard
much about, and then challenge their perceptions
about what that place was really like and let them
emerge with a new and positive set of ideas about it, its

This contrast between treeless steppe and fields lies at
the heart of the dichotomy between settled and nonsettled peoples. It has exercised numerous studies and
led governments to impose controls on the movement
of pastoralists or, in more extreme cases with the
consolidation of state power in new nation-states,
5
The first and only previous exhibition in Britain was also at the
British Museum (Morris 1978): it was a significantly smaller and much
more traditional show although one the BM co-editor remembers
well from visiting in his youth.
6
Herodotus, The Histories 4.11; cf. also Diodorus Siculus, Library of
History 2.43: ‘Next in order, however, we shall discuss the Scythians
who inhabit the neighbouring lands. For these people at first
possessed little territory for themselves; but later, having expanded
gradually through fighting and courage, they acquired extensive
lands, and their nation advanced to great dominion and glory. For
at first they dwelt entirely along the Araxes River, small in number
and despised because of their insignificance. But having one king of
old who was fond of war and who excelled in military prowess, they
won land for themselves in the mountainous country as far as the
Caucasus, and in the plains along the ocean and Lake Maeotis [Sea of
Azov] and the rest of the country all the way to the river Tanais [Don]’.
7
Dan 2013.
8
Ovid, Metamorphoses 8.788–91.

Revolution: Russian Art 1917–1932 (11 February–17 April 2017).
Russian Revolution: Hope, Tragedy, Myths (28 April–29 August 2017).
3
Red Star Over Russia: A Revolution in Visual Culture 1905–55 (8 November
2017–18 February 2018).
4
Russia, Royalty & the Romanovs (9 November 2018–28 April 2019).
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Figure 1. Marketing
poster advertising the
exhibition, Waterloo
station, 19th September
2017

enforce sedentarisation with sometimes devastating
effects on social structures and the tribal economy.9

east with a vast open flat landscape stretching behind a
fierce horseman depicted in detail on gold, and the text
indicated the exhibition was in collaboration with the
State Hermitage Museum. This strong visual imagery
was posted across the London Underground rail
network, displayed on posters and banners around the
museum, used on the cover of the exhibition catalogue,
and adapted as a short animated film played in cinemas,
on the museum website and preceding all public
programme events in the lecture theatres (Figure 1).

How does one actually display an alternative economy
like this? The Scythians are one of the greatest
nomad cultures of antiquity with strong resonances:
exhibitions, like films and books, need a strong start
and an equally powerful ending, yet differ as they rely
on objects to support the narrative. The proposal began
with an exhibition scope paper giving the concept
quoted above, key messages, visit outcomes, outlining
the interpretative approach and the exhibition
narrative with the key objects on the ‘wish list’. Regular
meetings and curatorial discussions with colleagues
in the State Hermitage Museum then followed, the
exhibition entered the museum schedule, sponsorship
sought, contracts signed, the press and marketing
campaign launched, designs finalised, digital content
developed, blogs posted and audio recordings made.
Formative evaluation with focus groups and visitors
to the museum indicated the following: for 76% of the
sample, knowledge of the Scythians was zero to very
limited, the idea of encountering an unknown ancient
culture appealing, and many were attracted by the
idea of seeing evidence for the lifestyle of a people, if
possible with added experiential effects. Others added
that ‘Siberia is an exciting word’, and ‘Siberia gets
across that they lived a tough life’. The message was
also clear that the exhibition title should be evocative
and illustrative, that it should convey a way of life
and not be over-academic. Our marketing campaign
combined these into a key message that we were doing
an exhibition on an ancient people, they were warriors
and were from Siberia: the carefully developed lead
image added the nuances of a winter sunrise in the
9

Within the exhibition our introduction was the story
of the discovery of amazing gold antiquities in kurgans
in southern and western Siberia during the reign of
Peter the Great, and how he was inspired by the (since
disappeared) collection of the Dutch statesman and
repeated mayor of Amsterdam, Nicolaas Witsen (1641–
1717), to create his own. These were made over a large
area, most likely spanning the Altai region, southern
Urals, upper Irtysh river and northern Kazakhstan.
Tobolsk was founded as a Russian fortress in 1587 and
since 1708 had been a capital of the province of Siberia,
so many finds were concentrated there, either bought
or taken from teams of bugrovshiks. On 3rd August 1787,
John Ledyard (1751–1789), the first American to travel
across Siberia, remarked in his journal on some kurgans
by the river there:
‘I find near its banks those little mounds of earth,
which I at first supposed, but now know to have been
the dwelling places of those who inhabited it before
the time of the Russians: these were the Bratskoi
[Buryat] or the Calmucs. Some of these hillocks have
been dug into and laid open – I suppose by some
former traveller’.10
Watrous ed. 1966: 148–49. Ledyard was an explorer with a short
temper and died tragically early in Cairo: before travelling from St.

10

Bocco 1990; Chatty 1996.
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Figure 2. Gold, watercolours and engravings reconstruct St. Petersburg and the artistic response to the discovery
of the Siberian Collection of Peter the Great (photograph: The British Museum)

Peter had already demanded that all new finds be sent
to him and that looting stop: this was effectively the
first piece of legislation protecting cultural heritage
in Russia and was highlighted in the exhibition above
prints showing the St. Petersburg of his day and
opposite showcases containing spectacular pieces from
his Siberian Collection (Figure 2). These objects are
normally only seen by ticket in the Treasury Rooms of the
Hermitage and were displayed alongside little-known
1:1 scaled watercolour drawings of the same pieces from
the ‘paper museum’ of the Kunstkamera, which had been
commissioned as the first step for an album of engravings
which was never completed, and now held in the Russian
Art department of the Hermitage. This was the first time
the objects and drawings had been shown together, and
was revelatory for all to compare the two and see the
hands of individual 18th century draughtsmen (Figure
3).11 But collaborative exhibitions – unlike those in
commercial premises – offer many more opportunities

than just displaying pieces in another venue: visitors
to this opening section quickly appreciated this, as we
illustrated the first results of new scientific research on
some of these objects, showed for the first time how they
were made and should be introduced a second theme of
the exhibition: the growing importance of archaeology
and scientific research in the understanding of these
people without writing (Figure 4).
A curving wall carried projections of late 19th century
watercolour drawings by Pavel Yakovlevich Piasetsky
(1843–1921) of the south Siberian landscapes crossed
by the newly built Siberian Railway: the aim was to
lead the visitor seamlessly into the modern era and
the environment where these objects were made, used
and found (Figure 5).12 Non-Russians envisage Siberia
as filled with negative connotations: bleakness, snow
and ice, endless forest and penal colonies. Covering a
vast portion of the Russian Federation and spanning
many of the country’s time zones, it is rich in natural
resources, and south of the vast forests there is grassy
steppe punctuated by major river valleys with open
woodland and the Sayan-Altai mountains. This was
the world where the Eurasian nomads dominated with
their mastery of the horse and ability to move herds and
flocks from areas of deficit to areas of surplus according
to the seasonal availability of pasture and water. Bronze
Age cattle-herders had previously opened up this
region and it was during the 3rd millennium BC that

Petersburg to Kamchatka he was part of James Cook’s expedition
to the north Pacific in 1776–80 and when in Tahiti had his hands
tattooed, which partly explains a comment he wrote in a letter
to Thomas Jefferson, dated 19th March 1787, where he writes
intriguingly that, when at dinner one night in St. Petersburg, ‘we
had a Scythian at table that belongs to the royal society of Physicians
here: the moment the savage knew me & my designs he became my
friend’ (Watrous ed. 1966: 124).
11
None are signed but some are known to have been executed by
Andrey Grekov, son of Angileos Delilo, Inspector of Peter’s Galley
Fleet, who after studying painting at the newly established Academy
of Sciences was appointed in 1732 to the Kunstkamera ‘to depict
various Kunstkamera objects’ (Stetskevich 1997: 252); cf. also
Printseva 2005: 200–201; Korolkova 2017a.
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Figure 3. Displaying
objects from the Siberian
Collection of Peter the
Great with original
watercolour drawings
(photograph: Benedict
Johnson)

Figure 4. Examining a
gold belt plaque under
high magnification in the
Department of Scientific
Research at the British
Museum (photograph:
Chloe Leighton)

Figure 5. The choral
ensemble Russian Souvenir
sing traditional songs in
front of a digital projection
of watercolours of Siberia
(photograph: Benedict
Johnson)
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Figure 6. Exhibition model made by British Museum 3D designer Jon Ould
(photograph: Chloe Leighton)

it began to act as a broad natural corridor for people,
fashions and technologies to flow and connect with the
agricultural oases of central Asia and other regions to
their south.13

daily crafts were perfectly designed for purpose, and
how various forms of ‘Animal Style’ art and ritual
permeated their beliefs and even personal appearance
(Figures 6–7). Separate sections explored these topics,
with showcases set within a largely open space with
sweeping panoramic landscape views designed to evoke
the feeling of the Eurasian steppe (Figure 8). There was
also the chance to emphasise their pastoral nomadic
economy: a fleece found in kurgan 5 at Pazyryk, and
lumps of cheese and the remains of the dyed cheetahfur bag they were kept in from kurgan 2, the latter
labelled as ‘best before 300 BC’ which drew the amused
attention of visitors of all ages and occasioned an
unscripted remark on English humour in one of the
opening speeches (Figure 9). A reconstruction of a
miniature tent found in another kurgan at Pazyryk,
with the actual charred seeds of cannabis, an incenseburner, hexapod stand and felt canopy created a strong
evocation of Herodotus’ remark that Scythians ‘howl
with delight’ when they inhaled the smell enhanced
by the confined ‘hotbox’ environment (Figure 10).17 A
leather purse with a full set of finger-nail clippings,
probably from the final manicuring of a corpse,
triggered other feelings of immediacy, especially as
they were displayed alongside fur bags and mirrors,
the essential accessories of antiquity (Figure 11). Items
of clothing, tattooed human remains and personal
tool-kits completed the sense of an archaeological
ethnography. Cases of weapons illustrated warfare
when competition for resources could not be
brokered by dialogue. A large display of horsegear
– from a comfortable padded saddle to ritual masks
and other expressions of ‘Animal Style’ art in 2D and
3D – illustrated mobility and complex beliefs of the
afterlife and the relationship of man to the natural
and supernatural worlds (Figure 12). A log coffin from
Pazyryk kurgan 1 – the heaviest and largest object in
the exhibition – underlined their concern for care in
the afterlife and was exhibited against a reconstruction

In about the 9th century BC the speed of movement and
transmission was accelerated with the development of
gear designed for comfortable and effective riding of
horses: along with weapons and ‘Animal Style’ art, this
is one of the key features of the so-called ‘Scythian triad’
which was rapidly adopted across the Eurasian steppe.
This marks a critical turning point in the development
of the pastoral economy and warfare of Eurasia, with
rapid and lasting effects on the southern neighbours.
Herodotus refers to how the Cimmerians of the north
Caucasus ‘fled from the Scythians into Asia, and settled
in the peninsula where the Greek city of Sinope is now
established’,14 and a Late Assyrian prism dated to 673 BC
and excavated at Nineveh describes how Esarhaddon
‘marched triumphantly from the rising sun to the
setting sun’ to confront his enemies and ‘I put to the
sword Ishpaka, a Scythian, an ally who could not save
himself ’.15 Another Assyrian document, dated only
three years before, describes how the Scythian leader
Bartatua requested an Assyrian princess in diplomatic
marriage as part of the deal to secure a peace treaty
with Esarhaddon.16
Written accounts are powerful first-hand testimonies
but these are all views written by non-Scythians for
their own audiences and raise other questions, as we
shall see, about the implications of the events they
describe. Moreover, exhibitions rely on more than
texts and that is where this exhibition was like no
other exhibition before on this topic. It consciously
set out to explore what the salient characteristics
were of Scythian life and death, how some of their
13
14
15
16

Anthony 2007; Frachetti 2008.
Herodotus, The Histories 4.12.
Simpson and Pankova eds 2017: 285, cat. 191.
Simpson and Pankova eds 2017: 284, cat. 190.
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Figure 7. Visitors
are entranced by
the rich variety
of horsegear and
other paraphernalia
(photograph: Benedict
Johnson)

Figure 8. Creating a sympathetic ambience is essential to any exhibition
(photograph: The British Museum)

of the felt which may have been used to surround
the corpse while the tomb was being constructed. A
log ladder, an improvised mallet, coffin nails and a
strip of birchbark used to isolate the tomb roof were
exhibited to bring home the processes by which
individuals were interred and how the exceptional
frozen ground conditions in the high Altai preserve
evidence that is missing from elsewhere. The multiple
directions of interaction between Scythians and their

neighbours formed another section which illustrated
how some objects are clearly imports, others are more
ambiguous, but in most cases it was the artistic motif
which travelled and was re-interpreted in other media
on both sides of the fluid boundary between Scythians,
Persians and Greeks, and yet a single tomb – whether
in the Altai or the Crimea – may contain examples of
each. These nomads lived in a rich and well-connected
cultural environment
6
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Figure 9. The VIP tour on
the opening night stops to
admire frozen cheese found
at Pazyryk (photograph:
Benedict Johnson)

Figure 10. The Scythian lifestyle was not always hardship: evidence for feasting,
communal eating and getting high on hemp (photograph: The British Museum)

Every exhibition needs a punchy ending: without it, all
the work is wasted, visitors exit through the exhibition
shop with no desire to spend, and the word-of-mouth
afterwards will be negative or lacklustre. There is
a common tendency now for exhibitions to end by
dwelling on the current resonances of the subject
covered, whether by displaying contemporary art or
the political context in the case of cultures in conflict
zones. In both cases there is a risk of underwhelming
the visitor or over-labouring the connection. Our

challenge was that the reasons why or even how the
Scythians faded out of history are unclear and too
diffuse for a good conclusion. Although 19th century
discoveries triggered a ‘Scythian revival’ in decorative
arts, just as they had for Assyria and Egypt, the number
of pieces which could be borrowed was too small to have
a major impact.18 A reference to Scythian cannibals on
the Mappa Mundi at Hereford Cathedral, the oldest
18

7

De Guitaut, this volume; cf. Curl ed. 1994; McCall 2018.
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Figure 11. Essential
accessories for the
afterlife: fur bag,
leather and horn
containers and
polished metal mirrors
(photograph: The
British Museum)

Figure 12. Visitors stop in front
of pole top ornaments and a
felted pendant (photograph:
Benedict Johnson)

surviving medieval map of the world and dating to c.
1300, was too complicated and negative to explore.19
Napoleon’s exasperated remark about the burning of
Moscow shows that they had achieved the status of
‘the other’: ‘What a terrible sight! They’re burning it
themselves ... What a people! These are Scythians!’20
This was not enough, nor were the opening lines of
Alexander Blok’s famous poem, ‘The Scythians’, even
though inspired by the October Revolution:

‘Millions are you – and hosts, yea hosts, are we
And we shall fight if war you want, take heed.
Yes, we are Scythians’.
Attempts to find school exercise books showing
the impact of Scythians on the primary education
curriculum within Russia proved unsuccessful,
occasional images in Russian art or modern postage
stamps were not sufficiently strong (Figures 13–14),
and a brutal action-fantasy genre Russian film called
The Scythian – released in Germany as Rise of the Scythian

19
Arrowsmith 2015; the detail is illustrated in Cunliffe 2019: 308, fig.
11.9.
20
Chateaubriand 1849/50.
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Figure 13. Painting
by Viktor Vasnetsov
(1848–1926), Battle of the
Scythians with the Slavs,
oil on canvas, 1881
(The Russian Museum,
St. Petersburg)

Figure 14. Modern
postage stamps issued
by the Republic of
Khakassia entitled
Russian archaeological
heritage and illustrating
Scythian and other
bronzes

and elsewhere as The Last Warrior – came out a year after
the exhibition closed (Figure 15).21

Eurasian nomad populations, some of whom had close
connections with northern China. It was this Tashtyk
cultural group, known only through archaeology as
they are absent from contemporary written sources,
which offered the chance to leave exhibition visitors
with some of their most lasting and unexpected
impressions: haunting human heads covered with
painted plaster masks, a funerary face veil, a model
bowcase with scraps of reused Chinese polychrome
silk, a repaired child’s fur coat, and the log cabin tombchamber in which all were discovered at Oglakhty in
1969 (Figures 16–17). The names and ethnic identity
of these people are unknown, and even their absolute
dating was unclear until recent radiocarbon analysis.22
Isotopic analysis of hair plaits hints at the varied diet
of individuals as they had evidence for fish, C3 plants
(wheat and barley), meat and dairy products,23 and
reused scraps of Chinese silks illustrate the aesthetic

The answer was to bring the exhibition round full
circle by returning to southern Siberia, and update
the impact of the first antiquarian discoveries made
during the reign of Peter the Great by introducing new
archaeological and scientific research. Focusing on
the southern Siberian republic of Khakassia, it showed
how, after Scythian culture had mainly disappeared in
about the 2nd century BC, they were replaced by new
Directed by Rustam Mosafir and filmed in Crimea in 2016, this is a
dark story of conflict, betrayal and bloody revenge between rival
groups: Scythians, Kievan Rus, Turkic nomads and tree-dwelling
Berendey inspired by Mad Max films. The lead character draws on
his inner bear at times of rage and the last remaining Scythian tribe
are portrayed as wolf-like mercenaries but are the only people not to
lie: the bleak ending sees their integrity betrayed with hope buried
in a folk-tale vignette within the closing credits. In the official press
release, its director stated that ‘This is not a historical film in pure
form, although its effect occurs about a thousand years ago [sic].
This is a fantasy based on our distant past’, and its producer Sergey
Selyanov added that ‘The Slavic compound is located on the seashore,
the Berendey live in a dense forest, and the Scythians live in the
middle of a wasteland’.

21

Pankova et al. 2010. A further set of dates was generously financed
by the British Museum’s Research Board and Department of the
Middle East Friends and the results will be published separately.
23
Shishlina et al. 2016.
22
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offers an important case-study in the application of this
approach to a pastoral nomadic society about whom we
know little else.
Special exhibitions such as this are carefully developed
with a curatorial vision, honed through discussion
internally and with key partners, in this case curators in
the State Hermitage Museum. A Baseline Assessment of
the Museum’s Research in July 2017 recognised that the
museum’s exhibitions and associated publications were
often ground-breaking and of the highest international
significance, but remarked that the number of
associated publication outputs could be higher and
commented on the lack of publications which discussed
critically or reflected on our exhibition processes and
their input. This is mainly because exhibitions contain
significant investment of intellectual property which
may be commercially realised in future touring versions
of the exhibition: for instance, the travelling exhibition
of treasures from the National Museum of Afghanistan
which opened in Paris in 2007 came to the British
Museum in 2011, and our design and interpretation was
adopted for a fee by the next two venues in Stockholm
and Trondheim.25
In the present case, it was clear from the outset that this
exhibition was bespoke and would never be recreated,
despite a request from another national museum. This
exhibition was widely considered to be the highpoint in
the arts season in London in 2017 with a huge impact on

Figure 15. Promotional marketing for
The Last Warrior

Figure 16. Visitors realising
that the label graphic shows
a CT-scan of the man’s head
beneath the plaster mask
in the centre (photograph:
Benedict Johnson)

value played by these in a world apparently otherwise
dominated by fur and leather.24 Scientific analyses offer
huge possibilities and further research on this cemetery
24

Thereafter no further attempt was made to market our intellectual
property and elements of the design and curatorial concept were
put into the public domain through online posting and publication:
Simpson 2012.

25

Pankova and Mikolaychuk 2020.
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Figure 17. A family on
a community preview
realises that this
reconstructed log cabin
is an original tomb
(photograph: Benedict
Johnson)

Figure 18. The
exhibition shop
(photograph: Benedict
Johnson)

the public, attracting 122,823 visitors and record sales
in the exhibition shop, 15% higher than projected, with
literally all stock sold by the closing weekend (Figure
18). The exhibition received unprecedented 5* press
reviews,26 attracted an average live viewing audience of
over 10,000 people per half-hour broadcast on Youtube
Live, and was seen by others as an outstanding example
of how major museums can exercise soft power in
difficult political times. Unusually, it also attracted

reviews in two international peer-reviewed journals.27
This exhibition was the work of many and special
thanks are paid here to everyone who made it this
success (Figures 19–22).
Throughout the course of an exhibition such as this,
there were many questions are posed by the public.
Where was the gold from? Has there been any work
done on the DNA of the population? What was the
27
Johnson 2018; Pankova 2020a; a full report was also made on the
making of the exhibition which contained the key findings from the
formative and summative evaluations, as well as the label and panel
copy and summaries of public programme and other events: Leighton
and Simpson 2018.

Adams 2017; anon. 2017; Aspden 2017; Campbell-Johnston 2017;
Frankopan 2017; Hudson 2017; Januszczak 2017; Jones 2017; Kennedy
2017; Luke 2017; Maitlan 2017; Mount 2017; Pickford 2017; Richardson
2017; Sooke 2017; Whitworth 2017.

26
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Figure 19. Curators and conservators from the State Hermitage,
National Museum of Kazakhstan and the British Museum gather
on the museum front steps during de-installation

questioned the species identification
of the stuffed felt ‘swan’ from Pazyryk
kurgan 5.28 They instead suggested
that it represented either a conflation
of species attributes, a White Pelican
(Pelecanus onocrotalus), which is found
around the northern Black Sea,29 or,
more likely, a migratory red-crowned
crane (Grus japonensis) as the local
Bewick swans have yellow beaks and
white wing feathers.30 It is easy to
imagine how the choice of a crane
would have resonated strongly with
nomads who themselves followed
a seasonal pattern of movement
and had brought the embalmed
body of the deceased on this cart
for interment in a seasonall place of
burial. Another individual suggested
that a pair of bone chopsticks from
Il’movaya Pad’ in Transbaikal were
actually hair pins worn in Chinese
style, and went on to suggest that the
accompanying burial was most likely
a woman with hair piled high on her
head.31 Musicologists questioned
the identification of a carved bone
item from Aymyrlyg as a ‘Jew’s harp’
idiophone on the grounds that the
central portion was too fragile and
that the holes at either end suggested
instead it may have been a decorative
item stitched onto cloth.32 Some of

Figure 20. Curators and
conservators from the
State Hermitage and the
British Museum pause
briefly during condition
checking (photograph:
Chloe Leighton)

status of women? Is there any evidence for gaming?
What evidence is there for music? What language did
the Scythians speak? What were their horses like?
Occasionally, interesting and compelling suggestions
were offered which differed from those published in
the catalogue or written on the labels. Several birders

28
Simpson and Pankova eds 2017: 252, cat. 174, following the
suggestion of the excavator (Rudenko 1970: 192, pl. 166).
29
Peter Ryley, pers. comm., 8th January 2018.
30
Michael Banks, pers. comm., 18th October 2017, 6th January 2018;
A. Naylor, 4th November 2017.
31
Cf. Simpson and Pankova eds 2017: 336, cat. 247.
32
Cf. Simpson and Pankova eds 2017: 340, cat. 257.
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Figure 21. Installing
objects requires teamwork
as well as good design
(photograph: Chloe
Leighton)

Figure 22. Pinning gold lion
appliqués onto a display
panel takes time, skill and
patience (photograph:
Chloe Leighton)

these, as well as other points and suggestions, we could
answer personally or through lectures, exhibition tours,
social media, press interviews and popular articles.33
Others must await publication or further research but,
from the outset we insisted that a major conference be
part of the public programme and, we are delighted
that this was fully endorsed by both museums.

was open to all and attracted a very positive response.
Sadly, some individuals were unable to participate,
either because of difficulties in obtaining UK visas in
time or through personal, health or other reasons, but
we are delighted that almost everyone, including these
individuals, were able to offer their presentations for
publication. This has been a long process: most had to
be translated and edited, peer reviewed, repeatedly
checked against the cumulative bibliography which we
felt appropriate in this case, and in some cases picture
rights clearance took longer than expected. We are now
pleased to offer the results, highlight some of the key
approaches below, and conclude this volume with a
discussion of some of the key points arising.

The papers which follow reflect the high level of
interest: there are 45 papers by 58 contributors and
co-authors from 16 countries and at different stages
of their careers (Figures 23–24). The call for papers
Long popular articles were published in five specialist archaeology
and museum magazines, each offering scope to give a different angle
on the historical and archaeological sources: they were the BBC World
History Magazine (October/November 2017), British Museum Magazine
(autumn 2017), British Archaeology (November/December 2017),
Current World Archaeology (August/September 2017) and Minerva
(September/October 2017).

33

The contributors to this volume take a wide range
of approaches to the questions they ask. Many are
archaeologists, some historians, others are curators or
13
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Figure 23. Some of the participants at the conference
gather for a group photograph

Figure 24. The conference encompassed archaeologists and curators from many countries:
this group includes participants from Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Britain

archaeological scientists; some interpret the physical
appearance of objects to suggest how they might have
been made, others employ replication to test these
questions and show how bows and beads were made or
decorated. Most are actively working in the field, from
Moldova, Romania and Ukraine in the west to southern
Siberia, Kazakhstan and Mongolia in the east, and the
results of their excavations, both old and new, are
included here.34 Some also re-analyse old collections in
museums or extract new results from old data, whether
through provenance study of Pontic Scythian gold
clothing appliqués from 19th century collections, or

dye analysis of late 9th or early 8th century BC textiles
excavated between 1971 and 1974 at the famous site
of Arzhan-1 in the Tuva region of southern Siberia. A
so-called ‘traceological’ approach was taken by other
contributors to suggest how certain metal objects were
made; replication, accompanied by scientific analyses,
was undertaken by another in an attempt to understand
how a particular type of bleached decoration was
created on carnelian beads found at Scythian and later
sites. Archaeological science is a fundamental tool in
the exploration of the past: there are papers with new
analyses of gold from the Siberian Collection of Peter
the Great, leather quivers and woven textiles. Others
take an anthropological or historiographic approach
to reflect on the possible socio-political meaning

34
Two additional papers on the results of new investigations in
Mongolia and China were delivered at the conference but sadly not
submitted for publication.
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behind chronological developments in ‘Animal Style’
art or the significance of the whip in Herodotus and
the Avesta. Finally, as this conference deliberately
aimed to look at periods and cultures beyond that
contained within the exhibition, we have one paper
examining the ethnographic perspective on traditional
nomad economies, another on the dramatic effect
the Hephthalite Huns had on the Sasanian and Gupta
empires in Late Antiquity, and a third examining the
visual impact of Scythian discoveries on 19th century
European decorative arts.

These papers throw completely new light on many
aspects of Eurasian nomad life but also raise many
questions: the concluding part of this volume therefore
attempts to set these new results within a broader
research context illustrate their relevance to a wider
understanding of the history, archaeology and social
anthropology of the ancient nomads of Eurasia. This
is a fertile field, and one with a very long and equally
active area of archaeological research: this collection of
papers offers a taste of what is known and the range of
approaches being taken now.
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